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PATOX #23 
ANTIQUE FINISH FOR COPPER, BRASS & BRONZE 

 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
PATOX #23 is a simple, fast acting method of applying a chemical conversion coating on 
brass, copper and bronze metals.  PATOX #23 is used at room temperature to produce 
antique finishes ranging from light browns to dark browns.  Antiquing with PATOX #23 
is a simple in-house operation that requires no large outlays of money for capital 
equipment. 
 
 
APPLICATION: 
 
Concentration   1 part PATOX #23 up to 15 parts water.  The color and the 
    time will depend upon the concentration of the material. 
 
Normal Concentration  1 part PATOX #23 to 2-3  parts water. 
 
Time of Application  3-5 minutes, depending on the color desired. 
 
Tank    Since PATOX #23 is acid based, the tank should be made  
    of polyethylene, polypropylene, 300 series stainless steel,  
    PVC lined tank, glass, or ceramic.  
 
 
PROCEDURE FOR USE: 
 
1.  Thoroughly clean pieces to be finished in vapor degreaser, alkaline soak cleaner or  
      electrocleaner. 
2.  Water rinse.  
3.  Activate surface with dilute hydrochloric acid, 5-15%. 
4.  Water rinse. 
5.  Immerse in PATOX #23 for as long as necessary and at  the concentration necessary 
     to achieve the color desired. 
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PROCEDURE FOR USE: 
(CONTINUED) 
 
6.  Cold water rinse - overflowing. 
7.  Warm water rinse, 140 degrees F, for drying. 
8.  To remove nap of the fine layer of spent chemicals from the surface and to produce a  
     uniform colored finish tumble or vibrate parts in walnut shells, saw dust, or corn cobs. 
9.  Relieve work to get the antiqued highlights desired. 
 
 
SOLUTION MAINTENANCE: 
 
PATOX #23 can be maintained for indefinite periods at maximum concentrations.  This 
is done by proper filtration and decantation of insoluble solid contamination. 
 
 
HANDLING: 
 
As with all chemical read SDS prior to handling or working around this product. Personal 
protective gear and eye protection should be worn when handling or working with this 
product. 
 
 
 
 
NON-WARRANTY 
The information contained in this bulletin is, to the best of our knowledge, true and 
accurate, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.  Accu-Labs Inc. disclaims 
any and all liability arising from the use of this product or the information contained 
herein. 
 
  


